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applications in miniaturization of photonic 
circuits, near-field optics, surface-enhanced 
spectroscopy, plasmonic antennas and 
photovoltaics, among others.[1] Conven-
tional SPPs and LSPs occur at the inter-
face between two materials whose real 
parts of permittivities have opposite signs, 
for instance, metal/dielectric interfaces 
at optical frequencies. In this frequency 
range, however, large dissipative losses are 
generally expected, which severely limit 
the performance of these metal-based 
plasmonic devices. Particularly, when light 
impinges on deep subwavelength metal 
nanoparticles, high order sharp LSPs 
resonances are usually suppressed. On 
the other hand, metallic losses decrease 
towards low frequencies and metals behave 
akin to perfect electric conductors, which 
screen out electric fields. Consequently, 
metal/dielectric interfaces do not support 
surface plasmons at mid-infrared frequen-
cies and below. To mimic the exotic proper-
ties of optical plasmons at low frequencies, 
the concept of spoof surface plasmon 
polaritons was introduced by Pendry et al. 

in 2004.[10] Since then, a number of efforts have been made to 
realize low-frequency plasmonics and to explore its applica-
tions.[11–34] In 2012, this concept was extended to LSPs and a 
corrugated PEC cylinder has been shown to exhibit similar scat-
tering characteristics as a Drude metal rod.[11] Although spoof 
LSPs can mimic their natural counterparts in some aspects 
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1. Introduction

In the past few decades, surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) and 
localized surface plasmons (LSPs) have aroused a great deal of 
interest owing to their superb field-confinement and -enhance-
ment performance in the optical regime.[1–9] They have found 
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(e.g., enhanced scattering efficiency and large field enhance-
ments[11,31]), they are not perfect low-frequency analogues of 
their optical version. This is because the effective permittivity 
of two dimensional (2D) corrugated conductors is not negative 
and spoof LSPs do not decay spatially in the metallic corruga-
tions but resonate along the radial direction. As a result, the 
resonance properties of these modes rely heavily on the geom-
etry (e.g., the groove depth) of the structure, making many inter-
esting properties of natural LSPs still elusive at low frequencies. 
Alternatively, it has been shown that low-frequency plasmonics 
can also be realized with structured dispersion in bounded 
waveguides.[35–37] Recently, in a couple of scenarios,[35–38] this 
approach has been successfully applied to mimic propagating 
SPPs exhibiting spatial decay on both sides of the interface.

In this work, we exploit the structural dispersion of transverse 
electric (TE) modes in a bounded dielectric waveguide to realize 
effective localized surface plasmons (ELSPs). Specifically, we 
investigate the physical mechanism behind ELSPs and show how 
sharp multipolar ELSP resonances can arise when a TE1 wave 
impinges on an air cylinder surrounded by a series of metallic 
thin wires along its perimeter and located in a dielectric-filled 
parallel-plate waveguide (PPW). Within a certain range of the 
spectrum, the effective permittivity of the air cylinder becomes 
negative and multipolar resonances arise, resembling the LSPs 
supported by a finite metal cylinder at optical frequencies. The 
resonance condition is derived using cylindrical wave expansion 
and then compared against COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS simula-
tions and experimental measurements. Our results clearly show 
that ELSPs give rise to remarkable field enhancements (FEs) 
at the structure surface, with spatial decay on both sides. More 
interestingly, as we shrink the diameter of the air cylinder down 
to deep subwavelength scales, the resonance frequencies of all 
the modes blueshift and degenerate into a single one where the 
quasistatic limit is reached and the dipolar ELSP dominates. To 
verify our theoretical model experimentally, we design a deep sub-
wavelength open ELSP resonator by switching the medium inside 
and outside the cylinder and cutting the two metal plates into two 
disks just covering them into the two ends of the cylinder. Numer-
ical and experimental results demonstrate that ELSPs modes are 
quite sensitive to the background refractive index but relatively 
robust to the size and shape of the resonator. To the best of our 
knowledge, this work is the first experimental demonstration of 
effective localized plasmon resonances in the framework of struc-
tured dispersion. It provides an alternative route to realize high-Q 
electromagnetic resonances at the very deep subwavelength scale.

2. Theoretical Analysis in Bounded Waveguide 
Structures

Let us begin by revisiting a conventional PPW shown in 
Figure 1a, which is filled with an isotropic and homogeneous 
dielectric of relative permittivity εr1 and relative permeability 
μr = 1. A cylinder with radius a and height d is cut off and 
filled with another isotropic and homogeneous dielectric of 
relative permittivity εr2 and relative permeability μr = 1. To sup-
press the fundamental TEM mode, an array of metallic wires 
is placed at the boundary of the two dielectrics. Hence, within 
the frequency range of interest, the PPW supports only TE1 

mode and the whole structure can be described as an effec-
tive medium. The propagation constant β of the TE1 mode in 

a dielectric-filled PPW can be expressed as k k k
d

cβ π
= − = − ( )2 2 2 2,  
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medium perspective, εe can be tuned to be either positive or neg-
ative, mimicking real dielectrics or metals in the optical regime. 
In the following part, we show through analytical derivations 
that it is possible to realize structural dispersion induced ELSPs 
within a certain frequency regime at the interface between two 
effective dielectrics with permittivities of opposite signs in their 
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 . And two 

types of ELSPs resembling a metallic rod in a dielectric or a 
dielectric inclusion in metallic structures in the optical regime 
are discussed in detail.

First, to mimic a circular metallic rod immersed in a die-
lectric in the optical regime, it is imperative that εe1 > 0 and 
εe2 < 0. Therefore, the resonance frequencies of the ELSPs  

must be higher than |
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TE1 mode in a PPW filled with the dielectric of relative permit-
tivity εr1 and ωa is the asymptotic frequency of the SPPs that are 
supported at the interface between two semi-infinite dielectrics 
with permittivities εe1 and εe2. To probe these plasmonic reso-
nances, we impose a TE1 incident wave (E

 pointing along the 
y-direction) propagating along the −x axis within the PPW. On 
the middle plane (see Figure 1b), the electric and magnetic TE1 
fields have only y and z components, respectively, mimicking a 
plane wave. Thus, we can apply the metamaterial approximation 
to derive the following analytical expression for the 2D scattering 
cross-section (SCS) σsc of the dielectric cylinder in Figure 1b
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in which eβ β ε=1 0 1 , eβ β ε=2 0 2 , Jn is the Bessel function of 
first kind and order n and Hn

(2) is the Hankel function of second 
kind and order n. The prime means differentiation with respect 
to the argument in parenthesis. If εr1, εr2, d, and a are all fixed, the 
resonance characteristics of multipolar ELSPs can be determined 
analytically by the SCS spectrum using Equation (1) or simply  
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Figure 1. a) A conventional PPW with the separation d between the two plates. Region I is filled with an isotropic and homogeneous dielectric 
(εr1, μr = 1) and Region II is a cylinder with radius a filled with another isotropic and homogeneous dielectric (εr2, μr =  1). The interface (solid yellow 
line) is supposed to support structural dispersion induced ELSPs. b) Schematic drawing of the ELSPs supported at the interface between two effective 
dielectrics with material parameters (εe1, μr =  1) and (εe2, μr =  1) on the z  =  d/2 plane. c) Simulated SCS spectrum (see below) of an air cylinder in 

a conventional dielectric-filled PPW with ε λ
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e) The magnetic field Hz at the z  =  d/2 plane at four resonances in (c). f) The absolute magnetic field |H| at four resonances in (d).
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calculated from the zeros of the denominator in Equation (2). For a 
specific case when εr1 = 4, εr2 = 1, d = 22.86 mm and a = 10.16 mm, 
we can obtain ω1 = 2π × (3.28 × 109)rad s−1 and ωa = 2π ×  
(4.15 × 109)rad s−1. The analytical normalized SCS (σsc/2a) spectrum 
is shown as the black solid line in Figure 1d with the frequency  
normalized to the asymptotic frequency ωa. For validations, we 
also plot the simulated result (the red dotted circle in Figure 1d) 
obtained from COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS, which is in excellent 
agreement with the above analytical one. The absolute magnetic 
fields |H| at four resonances peaks situated at 3.657,  3.955,  4.059, 
and 4.102 GHz are also shown in Figure 1f, in which we can 
observe great FEs at the interface with real spatial decay on 
both sides. It is clear that these four peaks correspond to the di-, 
quadru-, hexa-, and octupolar ELSPs resonances, respectively.

Contrary to conventional LSPs in the optical regime, spoof 
LSPs cannot reach the quasistatic limit (in which only the dipolar 
mode is radiatively active) by scaling down the structure into the 
subwavelength regime. As a difference, here we show theoreti-
cally that ELSPs can mimic real LSPs in their modal evolution 
simply by shrinking the radius a into the deep subwavelength 
scale. Figure 2a–d shows that the resonance frequencies of all 
the ELSPs blueshift and degenerate into a single SCS peak where 
the dipolar mode dominate over higher-order resonances, and 
the quasistatic limit is reached. We can derive the resonance con-
dition in the limit a → 0 from Equation (2), obtaining  εe2 = −εe1 
for the dipolar ELSP, which recovers the well-known Fröhlich 
condition for conventional LSPs. Therefore, ELSPs resemble 
LSPs not only in field distributions but also in their modal evo-
lution. We also plot in Figure 2 the peak FEs on the surface of 
the cylinder and find that FE at the dipolar resonance increases 

with shrinking structural dimensions and reaches a value >800 
when the radius a of the structure reduces below 2 mm. These 
results clearly show the superb field enhancement capabilities of 
the ELSPs as compared with previous approaches.

Second, in order to mimic a dielectric inclusion in metallic 
structures in the optical regime, it is imperative that εe1 < 0 and 
εe2 > 0. We can simply switch the materials in Regions I and II 
of Figure 1a by carrying out the substitutions εr1 → εr2, εr2 → εr1. 
In this case, the interface is expected to support void plasmons-
like ELSPs whose resonance frequencies are also between 
ω1 and ωa. For the specific case εr1 = 1, εr2 = 4, d = 22.86 mm, 
and a  = 10.16 mm, the first four resonance frequencies corre-
sponding to the di-, quadru-, hexa-, and octupolar modes can still 
be calculated from the zeros of the denominator of Equation (2), 
obtaining 3.734, 3.986, 4.075, and 4.104 GHz, respectively. The 
evolution of these ELSPs modes with the shrinking size a to deep 
subwavelength scale is very much like the above, again all modes 
degenerate into the dipolar resonance in the quasistatic limit.

3. Design and Implementation in Free Space

In our three-dimensional (3D) design, we set the radius of metallic 
wires around the air cylinder as d/200 and the distance between 
adjacent wires as d/40. By imposing a plane wave propagating 
along the −x direction with the electric field pointing to the y-axis 
and applying open boundaries at xmin/xmax, ymin/ymax, and 
PEC boundaries at zmin/zmax, the y-direction polarized incident 
plane wave naturally becomes TE1 wave in the waveguide. 
Thus, we can calculate 3D SCS spectra using the commercial  

Adv. Optical Mater. 2019, 7, 1900118

Figure 2. Normalized SCS and FE spectra with the decrease of a) a = 10 mm, b) a = 4 mm, c) a = 2 mm, and d) a = 0.25 mm.
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software CST STUDIO, as illustrated in Figure 1c. Figure 1e 
shows the z component of magnetic field Hz at four resonance 
peaks situated at 3.652,  3.953,  4.055, and 4.1 GHz in the plane z  
=  d/2. These four peaks correspond to the di-, quadru-, hexa-, and 
octupolar ELSPs, which agree with those obtained from the ana-
lytical and simulated results for the 2D geometry (see Figure 1d), 
further demonstrating that we can use the theory above to predict 
the resonance frequencies for the original 3D structure.

To implement the ELSPs in real applications, we built an open 
ELSP resonator by switching the materials in- and out-side the cyl-
inder and shrinking the two metallic PPW plates into two finite 
metallic disks with radius r, as shown in the inset of Figure 3a. 
A series of metallic wires (with radius d/200 and length d) are 
placed around the perimeter of the dielectric cylinder connecting 
the two disks. The radius and length of the resonator are set to 
a = 2 mm,  d = 22.86 mm, and the relative permittivities of the 
dielectrics in- and out-side the resonator are chosen to be εr2 = 4 
and εr1 = 1, respectively. The evolution of the resonance frequen-
cies for the di-, quadru-, and hexapolar modes with r are obtained 
by using the eigenmode solver in CST STUDIO. They are shown 
as the black, red, and blue lines in Figure 3a). We can observe that 
as the ratio r/a increases, the resonance frequencies of all three 
modes approach theoretical predictions using Equation (2), plotted 
by dashed lines. Specifically, when r/a exceeds 3, the discrepancies 
are negligible. Although some deviations due to truncation effects 

are observed, one can reasonably use Equation (2) to predict the 
modal frequencies for an open ELSPs resonator. We also investi-
gate the modal evolution for this open resonator when its radius, a, 
shrinks into the deep subwavelength scale. Specifically, we plot in 
Figure 3b the frequencies of the di-, quadru-, and hexapolar modes 
against the radius a between 5 mm down to 0.1 mm. We can 
observe that these three modes degenerate into the dipolar one, 
and we can use the quasistatic approximation to predict the reso-
nance frequency of this ELSP. Additionally, the evolution of the 
resonance frequencies of similar modes supported by resonators 
with square, hexagonal, and circular cross-sections (and the same 
length shown in Figure 3c) is depicted in the inset of Figure 3d. 
We find that the ELSP dipolar mode is very robust to variations of 
resonator cross-section shape in the subwavelength scale.

Consequently, we designed a compact open ELSPs resonator, 
shown in Figure 4a, which is actually a dielectric cylinder (with 
radius a and length d) sandwiched between two metallic disks 
of radius a. Figure 4b displays three resonator samples with 
the same cross-section and different lengths. The simulated 
resonance frequencies of the first three modes (di-, quadru-, 
and hexapolar modes), 3.962, 4.103, and 4.119 GHz are very 
close to the theoretical predictions, 4.095, 4.141, and 4.146 GHz. 
Figure 4c–e displays the electric field lines and the z component 
of magnetic field Hz for these three ELSPs, showing that the 
electric and magnetic fields decay on both sides of the interface.

Adv. Optical Mater. 2019, 7, 1900118

Figure 3. a) Evolution of the resonance frequencies of the di-, quadru-, and hexapolar modes with the variations of the radius ratio r/a (a = 2 mm). 
The black, red, and blue dashed lines denote the theoretically predicted resonance frequencies of the di-, quadru-, and hexapolar modes when r → ∞. 
b) Evolution of the resonance frequencies of the di-, quadru-, and hexapolar modes with the decrease of the radius a from 5 mm down to 0.1 mm. 
The red dashed line denotes the theoretically predicted frequency for the dipolar ELSP using the quasistatic approximation, ε= +2/Re( 1)/(2 )f c dr .  
c) Resonator models with square, hexagonal, and circular cross-section shapes. d) The evolution of the dipolar mode frequency for resonators with 
different cross-section shapes and against the decrease of a from 2 mm down to 0.01 mm.
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To further demonstrate the remarkable field enhancement capa-
bility of ELSPs over previous approaches, we simulate the electric 
field at the center of the gap between two open ELSP resonators. 
A sketch of the system is shown in Figure 5a, where the two reso-
nators are characterized by the radius a, height d, and separation 
s. To compare with Figure 4 in ref. [11], a/d is chosen to be much 
less than 1 so that each resonator exhibits sharp peak at the dipolar 

resonance. The incident wave is x-polarized and propagating along 
the −y direction. Figure 5b plots the FE as a function of separation 
evaluated at the dipolar resonance of the dimer system. A dramatic 
increase in FE is clearly observed for decreasing separation from 
s/a = 0.5 down to s/a = 0.1 shown in Figure 5c,d. It is worth noting 
that the FE in our system is significantly larger than those in pre-
vious studies[11,31] at the same separation-to-radius ratio s/a.

Figure 5. a) 3D open ELSP resonators with radius a, height d, and separation s. The incident plane wave is x-polarized and propagating along the −y 
direction. b) Electric field enhancements at the center of the gap as a function of the separation between two resonators. c) Field enhancements in the 
x −y plane for a/d = 1/80 when s/a  =  0.5. d) Field enhancements in the x − y plane for a/d = 1/80 when s/a = 0.1.

Figure 4. a) Schematic drawing of an open ELSPs resonator. b) ELSP resonator samples. Electric field lines and the z component of magnetic field Hz 
for the first three ELSP-like modes in the resonator middle plane (z  =  d/2). c) Dipolar mode, d) quadrupolar mode, and e) hexapolar mode.
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4. Experimental Measurement

To further validate our theoretical results, we choose one of 
our resonator samples, shown in Figure 6a, and probe its ELSP 
modal characteristics. This resonator is composed of three 
parts: an F4BM (a woven-glass PTFE substrate with a wide 
range of dielectric constant) dielectric cylinder (with radius 
a = 2 mm, length d = 20 mm, relative permittivity εr2 = 4.8), 
a flexible printed circuit (with the thickness of 0.025 mm), 
and a series of copper strips (with the thickness of 0.018 mm)  
printed on it and two circular copper disks (with radius 
a = 2 mm and thickness of 0.3 mm). The flexible printed cir-
cuit is first wrapped around the dielectric cylinder and then  
soldered to the two copper disks at the two ends of the cylinder 
to ensure that each metallic strip is in contact with them. 
For comparison, we also build a simulation model in CST 
STUDIO shown as the inset in Figure 6b and obtain the reflec-
tion spectrum of the resonator by positioning a coaxial probe 
with the inner conductor 2 mm above the middle of, and 
perpendicular to, the resonator. In Figure 6c, the simulated 
reflection spectrum in free space (red curve) and in rapeseed 
oil (black curve) show three resonance dips corresponding 
to the di-, quadru-, and hexapolar modes, respectively. The 
rapeseed oil (produced in Wuhan, China) typically contains 
palmitic (4%), stearic (2%), oleic (62%), linoleic (22%), and 
linolenic (10%) acids. We remark that in the simulations, we  

just simply set the permittivity of the background media as 
εbr = 1 and εbr = 2.2 without loss mimicking the free space and 
rapeseed oil. The evolution of the analytical resonance frequen-
cies with the increase of εbr are calculated using Equation (2), 
and are shown in Figure 6b. We find that the higher the εbr, 
the lower the resonance frequencies of three ELSP modes. 
In the experiment, the modal characteristics of the resonator 
are captured with a coaxial probe connected to one of the test 
cables of an N5230C vector network analyzer. The measured 
reflection spectra are shown in Figure 6d, where we can also 
clearly observe three ELSP dips. Although there exists some 
discrepancies due to the material and fabrication tolerances, 
as well as the loss not considered in the simulations, these 
experimental results verify the validity and accuracy of our 
theory. They also demonstrate that ELSP-based resonators 
are quite sensitive to variations in their surrounding mate-
rial, and therefore can be fully utilized as potential sensors. 
From our analysis, the theoretical resonance frequency for 
the dipolar ELSP mode using the quasistatic approximation, 
f c drε= +2/Re( 1)/(2 ), is independent of a, the radius of 
the resonator. Thus, theoretically, one can arbitrarily shrink 
down the resonator’s diameter without altering the resonance 
frequency of the dipolar ELSP mode. To illustrate this point, 
we present our simulation results in Figure 3b, which shows 
that the resonance frequency saturates at the effective surface 
plasmon frequency as the size of the structure decreases.  

Adv. Optical Mater. 2019, 7, 1900118

Figure 6. a) Measurements of reflection spectra of the resonator in free space and immersed in rapeseed oil. b) The evolution of the analytical 
resonance frequencies with the increase of εbr. c) Simulated reflection spectra of di-, quadru-, and hexapolar ELSPs. d) Measured reflection spectra of 
di-, quadru-, and hexapolar ELSPs.
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We believe that this ELSP-based resonator can be used in the 
miniaturization of conventional resonators, filters, and other 
devices operating in the microwave and terahertz frequencies. 
To which extent this miniaturization can be achieved relies on 
the fabrication techniques and machining precision. In addi-
tion, this resonator is also expected to find many applications 
as polarization sensors as well.

5. Conclusions

In summary, we have set up the theoretical basis of struc-
tural-dispersion-induced effective localized surface plas-
mons and have derived the analytical description of the 
modal characteristics of the so-called effective localized sur-
face plasmons. We have also built an open resonator based 
on these electromagnetic modes which is quite sensitive to 
the background refractive index, but robust to variations in 
its size and shape. Experiments are conducted to verify the 
emergence of effective localized surface plasmons in the 
microwave regime, and to put the ELSP-based resonator into 
real sensing applications. We have proven that these effec-
tive modes perfectly reproduce the field distributions and 
evolution characteristics of conventional LSPs in the optical 
regime. We believe that our findings can find application in 
the design of novel microwave resonators and filters, as well 
as sensors operating at higher frequencies, such as the sub-
millimeter and terahertz regimes by properly downscaling 
the structure.
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